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Abstra t.

In this paper, a lo omotion algorithm designed for an eight

modules worm-like robot has been su

essfully tested on three dierent

FPGA-embedded pro essors: Mi roBlaze, PowerPC and LEON2. The loomotion of worm-like robots,

omposed of a

hain of equal linked mod-

ules, is a hieved by means of wave propagation that traverse the body of
the worm. The time the robot needs to generate a new motion wave, also
known as the gait re al ulation time, is the key to a hieve an autonomous
robot with real-time rea tions. Algorithm exe ution time for four dierent ar hite tures, as a fun tion of the total number of arti ulations of
the robot, are presented. The results show that a huge improvement of
the gait re al ulation time

an be a hieved by using a oat point unit.

The performan e a hieved using the LEON2 with FPU is 40 times better
than LEON2 without FPU, using only 6% of additional resour es.
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Introdu tion

Modular self-re ongurable robots oer the promise of more versatility, robustness and low

ost[1℄. They are

deta h one to ea h other,

omposed of modules,

apable of atta h and

hanging the shape of the robot. In this

word re ongurable means the ability of the robot to

ontext, the

hange its form, not a

hardware re ongurable system. In the last years, the number of robot following
this approa h has growth substantially[2℄.
One of the most advan ed systems is Polybot[1℄[3℄, designed at Palo Alto
Resear h Center (PARC). This robot has the

apability to a hieve dierent re-

ongurations, su h as moving as a wheel, using a rolling gait, then transforming
itself into a snake and nally be oming a spider. Currently, the third generation
of modules (G3) is being developed[4℄. Ea h module has its own embedded PowerPC 555 pro essor with a traditional pro essor ar hite ture.
An additional step on versatility is the use of Field Programming Gate Array (FPGA) te hnology instead of a

onventional mi ropro essor

hip. It gives

the designer the possibility of implementing new ar hite tures, faster

ontrol al-

gorithms, or dynami ally modify the hardware to adapt it to a new situation.
In summary, modular re ongurable robot
able to

ontrolled by a FPGA are not just

hange their shapes, but also their hardware and therefore,

versatility

an be a hieved.

omplete

b)

a)

Fig. 1. a)
ules,

Cube revolutions worm-like robot,

onne ted in phase.

b)

omposed of eight similar linked mod-

A CAD rendering of two un onne ted Y1 modules.

As previous work, an implementation of a FPGA-based worm-like robot lo omotion was su

essfully

arried out[5℄. The Xilinx Mi roBlaze[6℄ soft-pro essor

was used for the algorithm exe ution and

ustom

ores were added for servo

positioning.
In this paper the lo omotion algorithm for an eight modules worm-like robot
(gure 1a) is evaluated in dierent FPGA embedded pro essors: Mi roBlaze,
PowerPC[7℄ and LEON2[8℄. The time this algorithm takes to
ment generation is

omplete the move-

al ulated as a fun tion of the number of nodes of the robot,

giving information about the s alability. This experimental results will be used
in future work to sele t the ar hite tures that t best a parti ular appli ation.
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Lo omotion algorithm for worm-like robots
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An example of the algorithm used to generate the

rows of the gait

ontrol table are

al ulated

x

ontrol tables. The rst two

The prototype of the worm-like robot,
in gure 1a. It is
Therefore it

alled Cube Revolutions, is shown

omposed of 8 similar linked modules,

onne ted in phase.

an only move in a straight line, forward and ba kward. The rst

generation of the modules

reated, named Y1 (1b), were made of PVC and

ontains only one degree of freedom, a tuated by a servo. Te hni al details and
aditional information

an be found in [5℄.

The lo omotion of the robot is a hieved by means of pre al ulated data
matrix, that store the position of all the arti ulations at dierent time slots.
This

ontrol data arrangement is denominated gait

Ea h row of the table

ontrol table[1℄) (GCT).

ontains the position of the arti ulations at instant

ti ,

that is, the shape of the robot at ti . The whole matrix determines the evolution
of the shape of the robot in time.The robot will move
well

al ulated. In order to a hieve lo omotion, the

orre tly if the GCT is

ontroller reads the table,

row by row, produ ing the pulse width modulations (PWM) signals that a tuate
the servos.
The proposed lo omotion algorithm generates well- onstru ted gait

ontrol

tables that allow the robot to move forward and ba kward. A wave propagation
model is used for its

al ulation, building the tables from the parameters of the

wave: amplitude, waveform, wavelength and frequen y.
Figure 2 shows an example of how the algorithm

al ulates the rst and

se ond rows of the gait

ontrol table. It

onsist of two stages. First, the angles

of the arti ulations are

al ulated by tting the worm to the wave. Then, the

wave is shifted (that is, the time is in remented) and the robot is tted to the
wave again. These steps are repeated until the wave has move a distan e equal
to the wavelength.
The algorithm has a geometri
points, therefore, sine,

3
3.1

approa h and is based on rotations of 2D

osine and ar tan fun tion are widely used.

Implementation on embedded FPGA pro essors
Algorithm operation analysis

The whole algorithm has been implemented in C language, using double pre ision
oating point. The proling analysis of the algorithm shows that the 71.4% of the
exe ution time is spent in oat point operations. The 21.23% is used for integers
operations and the nal 7.37% for remainder operations, in luding trigonometri
ones. The prole suggests the use of a oat point unit (FPU) for improving the
exe ution time.

3.2

Target ar hite tures

Table 1 shows the four ar hite tures used for the evaluation of the algorithm.
Three FPGA-embedded pro essor has been tested: LEON2, Xilinx Mi roBlaze
and a PowerPC

ore embedded in the Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA. The Pow-

erPC is the pro essor employed in PolyBot G3, the most advan ed modular
re ongurable robots designed at PARC.

Target ar hite tures
Pro essor
Frequen y
FPGA
Table 1.

The soft

1

2

3

LEON LEON+ Meiko FPU Mi roBlaze
25 Mhz

50MHz

Virtex XC2000E

4a

4b

PowerPC
50Mhz 100Mhz
Virtex II Pro

Ar hite tures used for the evaluation of the algorithm

ore pro essors (SCP) have been implemented using similar ar hite -

tural features: without hardware multiplier/divisor units and with similar data
and instru tion

a hes. Ar hite tures 1

omprises only one LEON2 SCP. Ar hi-

te ture 2 adds the Meiko FPU[8℄. The third ar hite ture is a Xilinx Mi roBlaze
SCP. The nal ar hite ture

onsists of an embedded PowerPC

ore

Ar hite tures 1 to 3 have been evaluated in hardware on the RC1000 development board from Celoxi a that in ludes a Xilinx Virtex E FPGA. The
ar hite ture 4 has been implemented on a Alpha Data ADM-XPL board in a
Virtex II Pro.

4

Results

Xilinx XST is used for the synthesis of Mi roBlaze. Symplify Pro is used for the
synthesis of the LEON2 pro essor. The reason why Simplify Pro is not used for
the synthesis of the Mi roBlaze pro essor is the fa t that Mi roBlaze pro essor
is distributed as a parametrizable netlist, i.e. it is already synthesized. PowerPC
implementation have been developed using the Xilinx Embedded Development
Kit.

4.1

Synthesis results

Pro essor

Sli es

Mi roBlaze
LEON2
LEON2+Meiko FPU
Table 2.

BRAM

1321 (6%) 74 (46%)
4883 (25%) 43 (26%)
6064 (31%) 40 (25%)

Implementation results for ar hite tures 1,2 and 3.

The results are shown in table 2. Sin e Mi roBlaze pro essor is highly optimized for Xilinx FPGA

ir uit the resour es used are lower than for the LEON2

pro essor. LEON2 is written not only for FPGA

ir uit so it is very di ult

for a synthesis tool to synthesize LEON2 with the same low FPGA resour e
optimization as Mi roBlaze. Also, as

an be seen in table 1 the maximum

lo k

frequen y a hieved for Mi roBlaze is 50Mhz, whereas LEON2 runs at 25Mhz in
the sele ted FPGA devi e.
The improved ar hite ture LEON2 with FPU unit only suppose a 6% of
additional resour es

4.2

Algorithm exe ution time

a)

b)

Fig. 3. a)

GRT

omparison for the four ar hite tures evaluated, as a fun tion of the

number of arti ulations.

b)

Normalized results supposing a 50MHz system

lo k fre-

quen y for all ar hite tures.

The algorithm has been

ompiled for the dierent ar hite tures and it is

loaded from external memory and exe uted. The exe ution of the algorithm
determines the time the robot needs to generate a new kind of movement. This
time is

alled gait re al ulation time (GRT). If a worm-like robot

apable of

having a fast rea tion is needed for a parti ular appli ations, a low GRT is
required.
Figure 3a shows the GRT for the four ar hite tures, as a fun tion of the
numbers of arti ulations. Figure 3b

ompares the dierent ar hite tures working

at 50MHz. Due to the limitations of the

hosen ar hite ture FPGA devi e, the

50Mhz data for the LEON2 pro essor has been estimated supposing a half

y le

time.
As it was expe ted, the GRT in reases with the number of arti ulation of
the robot. Also, the PowerPC rea hes a signi antly better result than the other
two pro essors, be ause it is a hard

ore with spe i

hardware fun tional units.

The most outstanding result is obtained with ar hite ture 2 (LEON + FPU).
For an 8 arti ulations worm-like robot, the performan e a hieved using the
LEON2 with FPU is 40 times better than LEON2 without FPU, using a 6%
additional resour es. This performan e is 6.5 times better than the obtained
with the 100Mhz PowerPC implementation.

5

Con lusion and further work

The worm like-robot lo omotion

an be realized by means of the propagation of

waves through the body of the robot. The algorithm generates the gait

ontrol

tables from the wave applied. The gait re al ulation time is the key parameter
in order to a hieve an autonomous robot with real-time rea tions.
The algorithm has been su

essfully implemented and exe uted on three dif-

ferent embedded pro essors in FPGA: LEON2, Mi roBlaze and PowerPC. The
GRT has been measured in four ar hite tures, as a fun tion of
of total arti ulations. Results show that GRT

n,

the number

an be drasti ally improved by

means of the use of an FPU unit. A 25MHz LEON2 with an Meiko FPU is almost one order of magnitude faster than an PowerPC working at 100Mhz. This
makes evident one of the advantages of the use of a FPGA instead of a traditional pro essor: designers and resear hers an improve the robot by introdu tion
ar hite tural

hanges and adding

ustom hardware

ores.

The LEON2 with an FPU is a very good option when a low GRT is required.
In not

riti al appli ations the use of the Mi roBlaze saves about the 75% of the

area, leaving this per entage free for the implementation of new hardware
The

urrent worm like-robot prototype, Cube Revolutions,

ores.

an only move

on a straight line. The movement on a plane will be studied in further works.
The same lo omotion algorithm will be used, but

al ulating two gait

ontrol

tables from two dierent waves: one for the arti ulations in the plane parallel to
the ground and the other in the perpendi ular plane. The nal lo omotion will
be generated as a

omposition of the two waves.
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